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ABSTRACT

Cloud maturity and popularity have resulted in Open source

software (OSS) proliferation. And, in turn, managing OSS

code quality has become critical in ensuring sustainable

Cloud growth. On this front, AI modeling has gained popu-

larity in source code understanding tasks, promoted by the

ready availability of large open codebases. However, we have

been observing certain peculiarities with these black-boxes,

motivating a call for their reliability to be verified before off-

setting traditional code analysis. In this work, we highlight

and organize different reliability issues affecting AI-for-code

into three stages of an AI pipeline- data collection, model

training, and prediction analysis. We highlight the need for

concerted efforts from the research community to ensure

credibility, accountability, and traceability for AI-for-code.

For each stage, we discuss unique opportunities afforded by

the source code and software engineering setting to improve

AI reliability.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Software notations

and tools; •Computingmethodologies→Machine learn-

ing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The maturity and acceptance of Cloud for application de-

ployment have fundamentally altered how code is developed,

managed, and distributed. Specifically, open-source software

(OSS) existence has flourished, with reliance on OSS steadily

gained momentum along with the rise of microservices par-

adigm, cloud-native CI/CD pipelines, serverless platforms,

amongst other technologies. The relationship is symbiotic,

with OSS also playing a significant role in powering today’s

Cloud ecosystem [21], in addition to serving as foundations

of a great majority of applications and industries [29, 55]

Although OSS helps developers build applications faster,

it also puts developers at risk of bringing in defects or even

security vulnerabilities hidden in those OSS components.

According to a recent report [50], 11% of the OSS components

developers build into their applications are known to be

vulnerable, with 38 vulnerabilities on average. In addition,

the number of cyber attacks targeting OSS has surged by

430% and new 0-day vulnerabilities are exploited in the wild

within 3 days of public disclosure. Therefore, ensuring code

quality remains critical to infrastructures and applications

atop OSS components in every industry.

Scanning the source code or testing the executions to

detect vulnerabilities has been a domain traditionally dom-

inated by static and dynamic program analysis techniques.

Recently, the ready availability of large code bases to ‘train’

upon and the machine learning success in natural language

understanding, have promoted the entry of AI into the source

code analysis space. AI promises to understand the semantics

of the code and alleviate the shortcomings of traditional code

analysis approaches, for example the high false positives of

static analyzers, and the lack of completeness of dynamic

https://doi.org/10.1145/3472883.3486995
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analysis [35, 57, 62]. There has been a rapid proliferation of

AI models for source code understanding, with each model

surpassing its predecessor in terms of statistical model qual-

ity measures such as F1 and accuracy. As AI enters the CI/CD

workflow, it will start affecting most cloud-native deploy-

ments where CI/CD provides fundamental quality assurance.

However, we observe certain peculiarities with the AI for

code understanding ecosystem (AI-for-code), motivating a

call for their reliability to be verified, before offsetting the

similarly-scrutinized traditional code analysis toolchain. Sub-

par results, if any, of such quality checks can, for example,

help decide whether the tremendous amount of resources

which model training increasingly consumes [10, 31], are

better utilized for other kinds of code analysis or testing,

such as fuzzing the application longer to catch more bugs.

In this paper, using primarily a vulnerability analysis use-

case, we highlight and categorize the reliability issues affect-

ing AI-for-code, into three different stages of an AI pipeline-

(i) data collection, (ii) model training, and (iii) prediction

analysis. We call for efforts at each stage from the research

community to ensure:

• Credibility of data collection correctness

• Accountability in ensuring task-relevant signal learning

by the model

• Traceability in terms of analyzing behavioral trends across

data affecting model performance

For each stage, we propose potential solutions, tied to-

gether with a common theme of utilizing proven software

engineering (SE) and data-driven techniques to assist with

improving AI reliability. We strongly believe that a concerted

effort to acknowledge and resolve these reliability concerns

will go a long way in better utilizing the potential of AI

for source code understanding. And, the source code & SE

setting offers unique opportunities to realize this goal.

2 BACKGROUND

Recent advancement in computing hardware has lead to a

resurgence of deep learning. The end-to-end learning process

starts from collecting a dataset, vectorizing it, feeding it to

a neural network to fit a desired function atop the dataset,

training the network’s weights as per an objective function

(e.g., error minimization), and finally evaluating the model’s

performance on unseen test data using statistical measures

such as F1 and accuracy.

Various neural network architectures have been proposed

for different domains and data formats. Some popular ones

which have been employed for learning over source code

include: (i) Convolutional neural networks (CNN), which

learn on image inputs. They have been applied to source code

learning by treating code as a photo [48], (ii) Recurrent neural

networks (RNN), designed to learn over sequential inputs

such as text and audio. These treat code as a linear sequence

of tokens [39, 48]. (iii) Graph neural networks (GNN), which

deal with graph-structured data such as social networks and

molecular structures. These have been used to operate on

graph representations of source code [36, 66].

In the software engineering domain, AI-for-code has been

employed in source code understanding tasks such as de-

fect detection [17, 26, 39, 48], code summarization [5, 24, 28,

33, 43], code completion [15, 25, 54], function and variable

naming [3, 4, 7, 41], amongst others [23, 37, 58, 60]. While

ever more sophisticated models are emerging and pushing

the state of the art in AI-for-code rapidly, we notice certain

reliability issues in the AI-for-code ecosystem, echoing some

prevailing doubts regarding model quality [2, 6, 8, 11, 12, 45].

Our frustrating experiences with sophisticated AI-for-code

models failing in real-world settings have made us skeptical

of their published performance numbers. Besides general AI-

for-SE challenges observed in previous works [23, 37, 58], we

particularly work towards exposing reliability caveats and

argue for sanity checks such as whether models are learn-

ing tasks related signals, which are usually not reflected by

non-domain specific and signal-agnostic model performance

metrics such as F1 scores.

We concur with the unfairness of the criticism of tradi-

tional SE code analysis techniques, to be replaced with signal-

agnostic AI. But we do believe in the potential for AI to learn

task-relevant signals with proper guidance. We believe the

source code setting offers unique opportunities to leverage

SE for tackling reliability problems, which exist in AI in

general. That is why we look towards SE+AI collaborations

rather than competition and work towards ascertaining at

the least that the models learn task-relevant source code

constructs. We believe the vision we are proposing in this

paper is complementary to generic AI reliability solutions.

In this work, we highlight and organize various AI-for-

code reliability issues into different stages of an AI pipeline,

call for concerted efforts at each stage, and highlight unique

opportunities afforded by the source code & SE setting to

improve AI reliability.

3 THE RELIABILITY PROBLEM

In this Section, we describe the different reliability problems

with AI-for-code, while organizing them within the three

stages of an AI pipeline.

3.1 Data Collection

High-quality data serves as the backbone of AI because a

learning-based model is only as good as the data it is trained

upon. A well-labeled, low-noise dataset significantly im-

proves the chances of a model performing well, especially in
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the typical, controlled, train-test model evaluation setting.

The data collection methodology also dictates how the model

will perform ‘in the wild’– when it is faced with real-world

code samples, untouched by any data collection bias.

There are multiple avenues by which reliability concerns

creep into the data collection stage, including:

(1) Cross-split Leaks: When the test split contains dupli-

cates or near-duplicates of the training set’s code samples,

it can inflate the models’ reported performance metrics

significantly, sometimes up to 100% [2].

(2) Correlation Capture: The way in which a dataset is

curated, can lead to certain code artifacts being present in

samples belonging to one class, but missing in the other.

When such data nuances are irrelevant to the task at

hand, such as specific keywords or identifier names, this

increases the chances of learning unnatural correlations

to create its classifier. Such a model may show good F1

scores, but would struggle in real-world deployments.

(3) Erroneous Labeling: Labeling for synthetic datasets

[49] is relatively easy and error-free because they are gen-

erated from predefined patterns, but they can’t capture

the complexity and diversity of real-world code. On the

other hand, many real-world datasets are based on rela-

tively straightforward GitHub commit-message analysis,

which introduces a source of error in the labeling logic.

For example, in the case of [66], if a commit is believed to

fix bugs, all functions patched by the commit are labeled

as being buggy, which isn’t true in many cases. Others di-

rectly use static analysis verdicts to label the samples [48].

But given its limitation of generating False Positives, a

subsequent manual validation, if any, is not scalable ow-

ing to the dataset size required for training. This leads to

potentially incorrect labeling, significantly limiting the

quality of the models trained over such datasets [34]

(4) Scope Limitation: A large majority of existing source

code datasets is limited to function-level scope, and do

not capture key inter-procedural information crucial for

complete code analysis. Models trained on such narrow

scope will, with a high probability, miss several cases

for the code analysis tasks sensitive to inter-procedural

flows, limiting their effectiveness in practice. The effect

can be significant as shown in [45, 51], which attributes

an extra 20% gains achievable by incorporating inter-

procedural flows. Similarly, useful context, such as bug

location, is lacking in several datasets, which can be quite

useful for cross-verification of dataset as well as model

quality (See Section 4.2).

There are obvious solutions to some of the aforementioned

problems, such as detecting and removing duplicates, and

normalizing code to remove identifier dependency. A sound

data collection and pre-processing strategy would indeed

filter these away, but this isn’t always the case. Similarly,

not all datasets suffer from these limitations [39, 64]. These

examples merely serve to highlight the potential pitfalls in

data collection methodology, and as a sanity-check call to

ensure that this isn’t truly the case before proceeding to

model training. Furthermore, not all are fixable after-the-

fact, requiring more careful data collection to begin with.

Summary: While some dataset-bias issues can be resolved
by smart pre-processing prior to model ingestion, the most
critical elements require a meticulous code curation strategy
to maximize chances for reliable modeling down the line.

3.2 Model Training

AI-for-code models also seem to suffer from the usual low

generality and robustness frailties of AI. But only a part

of this can be attributed to the aforementioned pitfalls in

the data collection stage. To highlight these issues, we now

present some observations which raise model reliability con-

cerns. Note that with the following analysis, our goal is not

to perform any adversarial attacks on the model, or create ex-

periment settings to discredit the models. We only use these

observations to highlight the need for deeper inspection into

‘what’ the model is learning.

(1) Low Robustness: It is reasonable to expect that a good

model, which is correctly picking up the correct task-

relevant signals, show robustness in its prediction. How-

ever, we observe that even a 99 F1 model flips its predic-

tion on only slightly syntactically-different code variants.

An occurrence of this can be seen in Table 1. In fact, in a

vulnerability detection setting, for even a simple dataset

such as s-bAbI [49], this model doesn’t even focus on the

bug to give its prediction in almost 40% of the buggy sam-

ples. The problem exists across different models (CNN,

RNN, GNN), and datasets (synthetic and real-world) [53].

This raises a question as to whether even such high F1

models can be trusted, especially in a security sensitive

setting, or whether another metric is needed which cap-

tures a model’s task-relevant learning ability.

(2) Weak Generalization:We observe that a well perform-

ing model, trained on one dataset performs poorly on

others. This can be seen in Table 2, for a vulnerability

detection setting. This is concerning because the datasets

used for this experiment all target almost the same finite

set of common vulnerability types including null pointer

dereference, buffer overflow, use-after-free, amongst oth-

ers. This raises a question about what the models are

actually learning– actual vulnerability-relevant signals

or merely dataset nuances.
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Table 1: Bad Robustness: a 99 F1 GNN model flips on

only slightly syntactically different function variants.

Dataset from [49]. Model from [52].

int a = 99; int a = 99;
int b = 57; int b = 57;
char arr[69]; char arr[69];
if (b < a) { if (b) {

b = 78; b = 78;
} }
arr[b] = ’X’; arr[b] = ’X’;

Ground Truth Buggy Buggy

Prediction Buggy Non-buggy

(3) Exponential growth for incremental benefits: The

rapid proliferation of AI-for-code models is leading to

ever more sophisticated models for incremental accuracy

improvements. Table 3 highlights this rate of growth of

cost vs. performance for different popular models. Con-

firmation of model quality is necessary to justify such

costs of improvement. Otherwise, this time budget is

better spent on other software testing or code analysis

techniques, such as fuzzing.

The goal of the analysis is not to create settings which

break AI-for-code models, but rather to highlight their frail-

ties so that steps can be taken to understand and resolve

these shortcomings, as we shall discuss in the next section.

For example, the robustness example can be treated as an ‘ad-

versarial attack’ on the models [27, 59]. And similarly, there

can be defenses such as training the model on multiple code

variants. But this line of thought is complementary to our

goal. Such occurrences only triggered our suspicion regard-

ing what the models are learning, and whether the metrics

correctly capture task relevance. Similarly, the generaliza-

tion problem can be ‘fixed’ by first combining the datasets

together, and only after that splitting them into train and

test subsets. But again, that’s not our objective. This would

only mask the issue for a controlled train-test evaluation en-

vironment, rather than addressing it head-on as to whether

the models are even learning task-relevant signals.

Summary: The AI frailties apparent in AI-for-code mod-
els raise questions regarding model reliability. Specifically,
whether the models are truly learning code structures, or mere
task-irrelevant dataset nuances. And whether this aspect of
the model quality is being captured by the usual statistical
measures of model performance.

3.3 Prediction Analysis

The black-box nature of AI modeling precludes easily de-

ciphering its learned logic, unlike the explicit rules and

Table 2: Low Generalization: a well-performing CNN

model trained on one dataset performs poorly on oth-

ers. All datasets target C/C++ code. Model from [48].

Dataset for F1 on Self F1 on Others’

Model Training Test Set Test Set

Juliet [42] 90 28

VulDeePecker [39] 83 27

SySeVR [38] 90 39

Draper [48] 54 35

Table 3: Huge models delivering only incremental F1

improvements. Use case: vulnerability detection on

the Draper dataset [48]. Baseline BiLSTM and GGNN

models derived from [66], 3GNN from [67].

Model # Parameters GPU Time F1

(millions) (mins / epoch)

BiLSTM 1.3 28 49.3

GGNN 209 5120 50.8

3GNN 208 7680 54.3

path/flow analysis of static analyzers and the execution trac-

ing of dynamic analysis. Attempts to explain black-box learn-

ing for AI-for-code models have been limited. For example,

for attention-based models, the attention weights can be

interpreted as importance scores of certain features of the

data [20]. Similarly, gradient-based methods have been used

to generate heatmaps for input tokens to highlight regions

of the source code considered important by the model [48].

However, these saliency maps are not fully accurate and can

be misleading [1].

Other than white-box explanations, an important aspect

missing from current research is an analysis of the model’s

predictions from the dataset perspective, beyond the non-

domain specific statistical measures of the model prediction

accuracy. This includes analyzing the characteristics of the

samples which the model predicted correctly versus those

that it got wrong, along with the corresponding confidence

levels. Such post-facto prediction analysis can help uncover

the model logic, by using the common code characteristics

across correctly (and incorrectly) predicted samples to derive

what signals from the code the model may be picking up,

and whether they are relevant to the task at hand. If the

learning behavior is as per expectation, this can help assert

confidence in the model’s reliability.

4 DATA-DRIVEN AND SE-ASSISTED

SOLUTIONS

We now present potential solutions to improve AI-for-code

reliability. As in the previous Section, we categorize these
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solutions as addressing the issues with the three– data col-

lection, modeling, and post-facto analysis– stages of the

AI pipeline. For each stage, we first present how some of

the ideas from the broader AI community, such as vision

and natural language processing (NLP), can be adapted to

AI-for-code. We suggest potential data-driven solutions by

borrowing proven techniques from the SE domain. When

delving into the specifics, we occasionally use vulnerability

analysis as an example setting. However, our data-driven vi-

sion is independent of the target source code understanding

tasks, being applicable to other settings in general such as

those explored in recent model and dataset probing works

[2, 46, 53] including code summarization, method naming,

and variable misuse detection, amongst others.

4.1 Data Credibility

An important takeaway from the Section 3.1’s data collection

reliability concerns is the need for high-quality real-world

datasets with trustworthy labels and rich context associated

with the code samples. Some datasets come close to satisfy-

ing these requirements. For example, the CDG dataset [39],

in part, consists of real-world programs derived from the

National Vulnerability Database (NVD). Its label quality is

good since it is based upon confirmed bugs. Its code samples

include richer inter-procedural context, but they are curated

in the form of only subsets of program slices as opposed to

valid sub-programs. Although this potentially removes noise,

but limits the ability of the models to learn natural and valid

code structures. Furthermore, the real-world (NVD) portion

of the dataset is limited in size and by itself is insufficient for

model training.

To satisfy the size requirements, certain techniques used

in the vision and NLP AI counterparts can be borrowed, such

as crowd-sourcing [18, 19, 40], To improve the credibility

of the data gathered in such a noisy setting, the AskIt! [9]

system is able to learn which question is best directed to

which worker. In the AI-for-code ecosystem, this translates

to directing program samples to better-suited software de-

velopers or security engineers for ground truth labelling.

CrowdFill [44] is another system which used secondary vali-

dation on workers’ responses, in terms of up/down voting

from other workers. This translates to a collaborative ground

truth labeling by software engineers in the AI-for-code do-

main.

However, since human labeling is an expensive and scare

resource, especially in the more skilled SE domain, automatic

labeling is a preferred avenue. One approach is to use the

vast collection of OSS repositories as the raw data source,

together with smart filtering atop traditional code analysis

tools to automatically derive a reliable dataset. We have

been curating a dataset, D2A [64], by combining differential

analysis over Infer static analyzer outputs.
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// FFMpeg commit hash dfa988ee5ea704ba761d004f0c27e7acc1fb4251 
// Infer: NULL_DEREFERENCE @ libavfilter/audio.c:167 
//        pointer `outlink->out_buf` assigned @ 165 could be  
          null and is dereferenced @ 167 
// Auto-labeler:  False Positive 
// Manual Review: True Positive 
 
AVFilterBufferRef *ff_default_get_audio_buffer(...) 
{ 
    AVFilterBufferRef *samplesref = NULL; 
    samplesref = avfilter_get_audio_buffer_ref_from_arrays(...); 
    if (!samplesref) 
        goto fail; 
fail: 
    return samplesref; 
} 
 
void ff_default_filter_samples(...) 
{ 
    AVFilterLink *outlink = NULL; 
    outlink = ... 
    if (outlink) { 
        outlink->out_buf = ff_default_get_audio_buffer(...); 
        outlink->out_buf->pts = ...; 
    } 
} 

Figure 1: D2A Auto-labeler can improve the label

quality by identifying issues that are very likely to

be false positives. In this example, Infer incorrectly

reported a buffer overflow triggered by c32[3] at line
3730 because it thinks the size of array c32 is 2, while

Auto-labeler concluded it is a false positive thanks to

its differential analysis.

Because static analyzers are known to produce an exces-

sive number of false positives, it’s unreliable to directly use

them to label samples [48]. Instead, we assume some com-

mits are bug-fixing changes and run static analysis on the

before and after versions. If some issues disappear, they are

very likely to be true positives. Similarly, if an issue detected

in the before-fix version appears again in a later version,

they are very likely to be false positives because they are not

fixed. For example, Figure 1 shows a false alarm that was

correctly suppressed by our approach.

The input to our automated dataset generation pipeline is

just a git repository. We first analyze all commit messages

using an NLP model trained on the NVD database to identify

commits that are likely to fix bugs. Then, for each commit,

we run the static analysis on the before-fix and after-fix

version pairs. After getting the static analysis results, they

are consolidated and labeled by the auto-labeler that runs

the differential analysis logic. We manually reviewed a set of

samples and found our approach can significantly improve

the label quality. Although D2A samples were captured by

the static analyzer Infer, because of the better labels, the

models trained onD2Amay potentially achieve better results

for some issues, especially the false positives suppressed by

the differential analysis.

However, although D2A raises the bar of dataset relia-

bility, there exists scope for improvement as detected via
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} 

Figure 2: D2A Auto-labeler incorrectly flagged a

real bug as a false positive. This was because D2A

didn’t include the bug-fixing commit c9c7bc4 in the

analysis, as its commit message doesn’t fit the pro-

file learned from bug-fixing commit messages ob-

tained from NVD. This can be fixed by improving

the commit message NLP model, which in turn em-

phasizes the importance of the data credibility for

the NLP model training.

manual validation of auto-labeler verdicts. This can be seen

in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In particular, Figure 2 shows the

case where the auto-labeler incorrectly labels a buggy sam-

ple as being non-buggy. This particular occurrence is attrib-

uted to a mismatch between a bug-fixing commit message

versus the corresponding commit-message-profile learned

by the NLP model used inside D2A. This example in turn

emphasizes the importance of the data credibility for the

commit-message-analysis NLP model training. Similarly, Fig-

ure 3 shows an example where the auto-labeler incorrectly

labels a non-buggy case as buggy, highlighting the need of

more refined differential analysis heuristics and an improved

commit message analysis model.

A ‘cheaper’ alternative to curating a dataset from scratch

is to augment an existing dataset. This can additionally miti-

gate its limitations and bias such as size or class imbalance.

Statistical methods such as SMOTE [13] can generate syn-

thetic samples derived from the learned class distributions.

While statistical sampling methods have appealing features

and can be extended onto sequential data such as human

texts, but since they operate in vector space, the synthesized

data is not typically valid in terms of syntax and semantics

in a source code setting. Such augmentation can similarly be
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// OpenSSL commit hash dfa988ee5ea704ba761d004f0c27e7acc1fb4251 
// Infer: BUFFER_OVERRUN_L2 @ crypto/buffer/buf_str.c:98 
//        Array access: Offset added: [0, 2147483646] Size: 96 
// Auto-labeler:  True Positive 
// Manual Review: False Positive 
 
size_t BUF_strnlen(const char *str, size_t maxlen) 
{ 
    const char *p; 
    for (p = str; maxlen-- != 0 && *p != '\0'; ++p) ; 
    return p - str; 
} 
 
char *BUF_strndup(const char *str, size_t siz) 
{ 
    char *ret; 
    siz = BUF_strnlen(str, siz); 
    ret = OPENSSL_malloc(siz + 1); 
    if (ret == NULL) { 
        return NULL; 
    } 
    memcpy(ret, str, siz); 
} 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3: D2A Auto-labeler incorrectly flagged an

issue as a true positive. Although its differential

analysis can effectively suppress false positives, if

a reported issue disappears in the after-commit ver-

sion (due to some inconsistencies in the static ana-

lyzer) and is never reported in a later version an-

alyzed, the Auto-labeler may incorrectly assume

it’s fixed by that commit. Including more versions

in the analysis or further refining the differential

analysis heuristics can correct this labeling issue.

achieved by using software engineering techniques, while

also maintaining code validity. Delta Debugging [63] com-

bined with compiler validation offers one way of generating

new samples, with the added advantage of noise reduction.

We discuss this more in Section 4.2.

4.2 Model Accountability

The observations of Section 3.2 raise questions about how

reliable the models really are, in terms of whether the models

are picking up the real signals relevant to a code understand-

ing task. We call this aspect of the model’s quality ‘signal

awareness’, which is different than correctness. A model’s

job is to learn a separator between the different classes in a

dataset, say ‘buggy’ or ‘healthy’ in a vulnerability detection

setting. And the model is free to choose the best differenti-

ating features (signals) it can find from the samples. It can

arrive at this separator by picking up non-representative

signals to the task at hand, such as unexpected correlations

between code samples and sample lengths, or certain pro-

gramming constructs, which may happen to differ for buggy

or healthy samples. This would still be ‘correct’ learning

from the model’s perspective, which may even lead to great-

looking performance numbers by using the usual statistical
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measures of model quality that don’t capture the model’s

signal awareness. But, going by such metrics is a dangerous

call, especially in a security-sensitive setting, because it is

not clear if such a model has truly learned what makes a

code snippet buggy.

This calls for accountability in ensuring that the mod-

els are learning the correct logic relevant to code analy-

sis, to generate trust in models if they are to be put into

the field in competition to, or alongside, traditional static

and dynamic analyzers. This is along the dimension of the

broader AI trustworthiness research, which includes efforts

to ensure that the models will generalize on unseen data (ro-

bustness) [27, 56, 59], will not reveal people’s identity from

training data (privacy) [22, 32], and will be fair when making

decisions (fairness) [14, 16].

The first step towards improving model accountability is

measuring its signal awareness, which can then be used to

guide model evolutions. To this end, we have developed a

data-driven approach to uncover a model’s ability to cap-

ture task-relevant signals. For this, we borrow a fault isola-

tion technique from the Software Engineering domain called

Delta Debugging [63]. We use it to extract the bare minimum

excerpt from a source code input, which a model needs to

arrive at and stick to its original prediction. And then verify

whether the minimal snippet has the same task profile as the

original code [53]. For the vulnerability detection setting, the

model’s reliance on incorrect signals can then be uncovered

when a vulnerability in the original code is missing in the

minimal snippet, both of which the model however predicts

as being vulnerable. By using this approach to probe them

for signal awareness, we show a sharp performance drop for

multiple AI-for-code models (CNN, RNN, GNN) across mul-

tiple datasets (both- synthetic and real-wordl), with Recall

dropping from high 90s to sub-60s.

With our data-driven SE-assisted approach we are able

to highlight that the models are picking up a lot of noise,

presumably dataset nuances, as opposed to capturing task-

relevant signals. This ability to measure model signal aware-

ness now enables systematic exploration towards improving

model accountability in terms of ensuring that themodels are

learning the relevant code constructs. The usual white-box

hyperparameter-tuning techniques can be employedwith the

enhanced goal of additionally improving model signal aware-

ness, together with the usual statistical measures of model

quality [30, 61]. Purely data-driven black-box approaches can

also be utilized such as program simplification (e.g. via slic-

ing), data segmentation, as well as augmentation. We have

observed encouraging preliminary results using such data-

driven approaches. For example, we are able to improve the

signal awareness of models by over 30% by adding a notion

of code complexity metrics into model training (difficulty:

low), and by over 50% by using a program-simplification

based augmentation approach similar to the aforementioned

Delta Debugging technique (difficulty: high).

4.3 Prediction Traceability

Section3.3 highlighted an under-explored avenue in AI-for-

code research with regards to post-facto prediction analysis,

which can be a valuable resource towards uncovering the

code analysis logic learned by models.

Analyzing mispredictions is a useful means towards model

refinement. Statistical methods, such as Naive Bayes, lin-

ear and logistic regression, are helpful in identifying in-

put features contributing to mispredictions. But the auto-

matic feature extraction quality of deep learning models

precludes such interpretability. To add some transparency

into these black boxes, general AI explanation methods have

been developed. For example, gradient-based methods [65]

compute activation maps of gradients over inputs to high-

light input regions most influencing the model’s prediction.

Approximation-based methods [47] use interpretable sur-

rogate models to approximate the deep learning model’s

behavior, and then use the surrogate to derive the feature

importance ranking for the input.

In addition to such white-box approaches, AI-for-code

offers unique opportunities to use SE techniques for purely

data-driven analytics. One approach is to analyze the code

characteristics of the samples which the model predicted

correctly versus those that it got wrong. By using source

code-related metrics, such as lines of code, loop count, deci-

sion points, etc., to group samples by prediction accuracy, it

can help uncover what aspects of code the model may be able

to grasp, and where it may be facing difficulties. This can

then provide insights into improving the model’s learning

to target the code characteristics common to mispredictions.

Promoting task-relevant learning in this way in turn helps

improve model accountability, as discussed in the last section.

The same group-by-metric approach can be used to trace

the evolution of the model across iterations. For example,

our preliminary experiments suggest models facing difficulty

capturing bigger and harder samples, which improves across

augmentation iterations, even without any explicit notion

of code complexity in model training.

5 CONCLUSION

With AI-for-code services gaining popularity in the Cloud, in

this work, we categorized the reliability issues affecting these

into the different stages of an AI pipeline: (i) data collection,

(ii) model training, and (iii) prediction analysis. For each

stage, we propose potential solutions tied to proven software

engineering and data-driven techniques. We call for efforts

from the research community to ensure achieving credibility,

accountability, and traceability in the AI-for-code ecosystem.
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